Beyond the curve

a visual journey into our 						
post-pandemic future

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused disruption across the world, fundamentally
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changing life as we knew it and highlighting the interconnectedness between us
all and our planet. The impact on our lives, our society and our world will be
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felt for many years. This has happened at a crucial time for our planet, in which

Neighbourhoods

CO2 emissions and environmental degradation are causing irreversible damage.

Transit

As we start to consider a post-pandemic world and adjust to our new normal,

Office

we have an opportunity to respond to the challenges we face and catalyse new

Retail

opportunities to shape a sustainable future for us all.
The illustrations in this publication explore how we might live, work and play
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better, more resilient future. Here are some ideas to get you thinking.
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Overview

Is your home designed to be occupied 24/7?

HOME

A sudden shift to remote working has forced our home office to compete with all other
aspects of our lives. Homes have made space for work, crèches, schools, universities,
gyms and entertainment. Technology has become our new window to the world,
condensing work and social life into a screen. As we spend more time at home, our
relationships, wellbeing, productivity, and environmental footprint have become more
dependent on the way our spaces are designed.

Making Space
Virtually There

How can public transport
adapt to this new reality?

Safe, Healthy and Efficient Homes for All

NEIGHBOURHOODS

Movement restrictions to manage the spread of COVID-19 have shifted life closer to
home, reviving neighbourhoods and local communities. The resilience of global supply
chains is being tested as essentials run short and online purchases multiplied overnight.
Meanwhile, health regulations clash with people’s desire for social connection and
outdoor space. How will our neighbourhood lifestyles, behaviours and values change in
response to new health and safety standards induced by the pandemic?

A New Localism

Could everything be available
within a 15-minute radius?

Better Together
Back to the Roots

TRANSIT

While public transport has been hailed as the most environmentally and economically
sustainable mobility solution, fear of COVID-19 transmission has nearly brought
the system to a halt. Yet, as public transport remains essential for society, many have
reverted to bikes or personal cars. The restrictions and increased demand have also
challenged freight and logistics. How can transport infrastructure adapt to support safe
transit and efficient cargo management without further damaging our environment?

From Passive to Active Mobility
Safety First
Freight Reimagined

OFFICE

The pandemic has fast-tracked employer trust and confidence in managing teams online,
tearing down technological and cultural barriers to remote working. Restricted mobility,
coupled with affordability of life in urban centers, could affect the need for centrally
located offices. However, isolation has revived a desire for spaces that foster collaboration
and social experiences. Fears of infection and future outbreaks are calling for strategies
that increase a perception of safety driven by greater flexibility in use and access.

Looking Forward to the Office

How can offices make
everyone feel included?

Distributed Working Patterns
Futureproofed Safety

R E TA I L

Struggles with health and safety, supply chains, labour, cash flow and demand are
threatening closure of retail businesses. A substantial shift to online shopping will put the
role of physical stores under continued scrutiny as footfall may not recover. Emerging
from the current crisis will involve an intimate understanding of changing lifestyles,
the mindful integration of multiple channels and a focus on identity, experience and
entertainment. How can we transform stores and highstreets into engaging destinations?

Vibrant Streets
One-of-a-kind Experiences

Home

energy efficient

wearable devices
and mobile apps

access to green spaces

M A K I N G S PA C E

FURTHER READING

Establishing boundaries to separate activities temporally and spatially will be crucial
for maintaining physical and mental health in an increasingly intergenerational
living. Light, movable furnishing and partitions can introduce more flexibility to
domestic spaces to create comfortable working spaces. Flexible boundaries can
be created with movable shelving units, curtains, or plants to contract and expand
environments with little effort. With personal commitments blending with our
work lives, self-discipline and time management will be increasingly important to
maintain a healthy lifestyle. Wearable devices and mobile apps can assist in tracking
how we spend our time and reminding us to look after our wellbeing .

Reconfigurable Co-Living House Interior
Find out about this case study

How can our home improve our physical and mental wellbeing?

Why will you go to the store?

Behind the Scenes

augmented and virtual reality

Low-Power Health Monitoring Watch
Find out about this case study
Italy’s First Carbon-Neutral Social Housing
Read about this project

passive design
local renewables

flexible boundaries

acoustic insulation

V I R T U A L LY T H E R E

How can digital technologies bring the world into our home?
Digital technologies have become key gateways for essential services, work
and socialisation. As many have turned to online shopping to buy everything
from groceries to furniture, improving the convenience of home deliveries will
influence a long-term uptake. Home automation solutions that combine smart
locks and other sensors can let package deliveries into homes remotely, ending the
need to wait for couriers. With human interactions moving online from the workrelated to the medical, interfaces that free interactions from the screen, such as
augmented and virtual reality, could improve the way we communicate and allow
for greater engagement and empathy through higher fidelity and more immersive
sensory experiences.

On-Demand Local Shipping
Find out about this case study
Augmented Reality Changing Room
Find out about this case study

light, movable furnishing
home deliveries

healthy lifestyles

S A F E , H E A LT H Y A N D E F F I C I E N T H O M E S F O R A L L

intergenerational living

Is your home designed to be occupied 24/7?

Spending more time at home means domestic spaces have a greater influence on
our wellbeing, finances and carbon footprint. This means there will be greater
demand for universal access to living spaces that support healthy lifestyles while
also reducing resource consumption. Access to green spaces, windows, terraces
and courtyards will be increasingly valued in all urban settlements. Acoustic
insulation will be needed to ensure privacy and reduce stress. Solutions that make
homes more energy efficient and less wasteful can cut utilities bills and reduce the
carbon emission of our households. These include passive design, microgrids that
allow the integration of local renewables and water harvesting and reuse systems.

Open Source Housing Initiative
Find out about this case study

home automation

IDOS Intelligent Energy Control System
Find out about this case study
A Global Virus Reveals Local Inequalities
Read this article

Neighbourhoods

15-minute neighbourhood

co-working/local office hubs
A NEW LOCALISM

FURTHER READING

The quality of the immediate neighbourhood, rather than proximity to a city
centre or economic hub, has defined our experiences during the pandemic.
Distributed hubs of mixed-use ‘15-minute neighbourhoods’ can provide access
to essential goods and services on our doorstep. Car-free zones, with restricted
traffic, underground parking at their outskirts and accessible cycling and walking
infrastructure, reclaim streets and public space for people and support physical
distancing. Restaurants and shops can spill out onto streets and plazas to provide
safe distances for their customers and staff without congesting pavements; and
widened sidewalks can support queue management where reservations, digital
queues and take-away services aren’t possible.

‘Superblock’ Urban Mobility Plan
Find out about this case study

Could everything be available within a 15-minute radius?

retrofit for takeaway

widened sidewalks
‘Deliveroo Food Market’ Physical Shop
Find out about this case study

spatial indicators for safe distancing
Towards Superbia
Read this publication

cycling and walking infrastructure
design for flexible use

BETTER TOGETHER

Can a strong community support livelihoods?
Lifestyle shifts to flexible, remote working and conscious travel behaviours
increase the demand for local amenities to support new routines. Co-working and
local office hubs close to our homes or proximate transport hubs will provide an
alternative to home-working, with access to high-quality equipment and a local
community. The economic downturn will revive communal services and the
sharing economy, creating a shift from ownership to access to goods and services.
Multi-functional shared spaces designed for day and night-time use will revive
underused areas. Strict health and safety regulations will be critical and enhanced
through naturally antiviral surfaces, sanitation points and spatial indicators for safe
distancing.

multi-functional shared spaces

outdoor dining/shopping
Metro Station Co-Working Spaces
Find out about this case study

localised production

Community Supporting ‘Meanwhile’ Space
Find out about this case study

underground parking
and car-free zones

communal services

A Resilient City is Built on Community Spirit
Read this article

sanitation points
electric delivery robots

BACK TO THE ROOTS

Can localisation increase resilience and efficiencies?
Movement restrictions and a shift to online shopping have put global supply chains
to the test while local business struggle. More localised production, urban farming
and the design of assets for flexible use and adaptability will improve the speed
of emergency response and strengthen future resilience. Adaption models for local
providers can include retrofit for takeaway and the establishment of commercially
viable delivery options. Neighbourhood consolidation centres increase efficiencies
and the sustainability of increasing parcel volumes by minimising single delivery
journeys; complemented by automated last mile solutions, such as electric delivery
robots and pick-up points.

Urban Farming Self-Sufficiency Fund
Find out about this case study
Autonomous Cargo Robot
Find out about this case study

neighbourhood consolidation centres

A More Resilient Food System
Read this article

Transit

improved ventilation
back-to-back seating

F R O M PA S S I V E T O A C T I V E M O B I L I T Y

FURTHER READING

To reduce the risk of infection in transit, people have turned to personal vehicles
and micro mobility options such as bikes, scooters or walking for essential journeys.
Environmentally and economically sustainable options need to be prioritised to
ensure planetary health and equal, inclusive access to services, goods, people and
opportunities. These include electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure and an interconnected
cycling and walking network considering the end to end journey with cycle parking
or dedicated bike carriages. Repurposing roads as bikeways and dynamic road
management that reconfigures lane and pavement widths to suit demand and priority
users can quickly adapt existing infrastructure to new modes and use.

Multi-Use Kerb Concept
Find out about this case study

Is sustainable transport possible in times of isolation?

Emergency Bike Lane Expansion
Find out about this case study

pre-booked travel

automated UV sanitation

antiviral surfaces

Active Transport For All
Read this article

cycling and walking
networks

SAFETY FIRST

bike carriages

How can public transport adapt to this new reality?
Public transport systems have become high-risk travel options. To protect public
health and reassure travellers of their safety, critical interactions, risk and pressure
points need to be addressed. Pre-booked travel, flexible working and 24/7 operation
ensure reduced occupancy throughout the day and spatial redistribution such as
back-to-back seating creates safe distancing. Carriage weight sensors can further
signal when maximum capacity is reached; contactless interactions and barrier-free
movements reduce congestion and exposure, and automated temperature scans
detect infected individuals at station entrances. Improved ventilation, antiviral
surfaces and the regular, automated UV sanitation of high exposure zones, such as
handrails, minimise pathogens in public space.

sanitation points

Black Silicon Antibacterial Nanomaterial
Find out about this case study

contactless interactions

‘Safe Capacity’ Train Weight Sensors
Find out about this case study

dynamic road management

Post-Pandemic Public Transport Plans
Read this article

temperature scans
cycle parking
hybrid passenger
and cargo solutions

FREIGHT REIMAGINED

automated loading

How can we adapt transport infrastructure to manage cargo demand?
The demand on the movement of goods has spiked to keep up with new online
behaviours and localised lifestyles. Airline operators have already shifted
their focus to cargo solutions, adapting fleets to more flexibly handle people
and goods. Introducing hybrid passenger and cargo solutions by repurposing
underused space on metros, buses and trains for freight could improve the
commercial viability of transit systems and help manage demand. Automated
loading systems and low-carbon distribution through consolidation and green
last mile delivery solutions can ensure environmental sustainability, improve
efficiencies and reduce the cost of operations.

Automated Freight Train Concept
Find out about this case study

EV infrastructure

24/7 Autonomous Delivery Vehicle
Find out about this case study
Modelling a Changed World
Read this article

Office

mixed realities
project rooms and
collaborative spaces

digital connectivity

parametric design
LOOKING FORWARD TO THE OFFICE

FURTHER READING

Office spaces will need to be fit to support diverse working styles. The slow
emergence of agile working in the past decade has suddenly escalated, requiring
companies to provide flexible spaces that can be configured to host impromptu
meetings, and ad-hoc project rooms that encourage informal serendipitous
interactions. A range of reconfigurable work environments will include quiet areas,
creative spaces, formal meeting rooms and collaboration zones. Keeping people
engaged with a shared culture will require highly curated shared social spaces that
reflect the distinct brand identities. Integrating working spaces with a vibrant food
and beverage (F&B) offering that includes small independent retailers will be key
to increase the attractiveness and convenience of offices.

Flexible Stress-Reducing Office Plan
Find out about this case study

How will the office support high quality experiences?

Chiswick Park Community-Centric Office
Find out about this case study
Future of Offices in a Post-Pandemic World
Read this publication

prominence to stairs

reconfigurable work environments

D I S T R I B U T E D W O R K I N G P AT T E R N S

dynamic dashboards

How can offices make everyone feel included?
With people working in scattered locations and a reduction in international travel,
flawless digital connectivity will need to be embedded in working environments to
ensure that everyone feels included regardless of their location. Collaborative spaces
that include audiovisual facilities, from displays to more immersive technologies that
can create mixed realities, should be strategically distributed across floorplans ensuring
acoustic performance and readiness for use. A need to reduce peaks in transport
demand is likely to lead to more distributed work shifts, extending the requirement
for safe and welcoming 24-hour access to building facilities and amenities, such as
healthy food, concierge services and changing rooms for active transport.

vibrant F&B offering

Augmented Reality Office Set-up
Find out about this case study
Hotel-Style Office Amenities
Find out about this case study

changing rooms

24-hour access

Transitioning Back to the Workplace
Read this article

shared social spaces

contactless access

FUTUREPROOFED SAFETY

How do we ensure resilience to future health threats?
A sense of security will be key for everyone’s comfort when spending time in the
office. Sensors and data can be used to control occupancy and inform building
operations, from cleaning routines to rapid response to anomalies. Putting the
same data on display through dynamic dashboards can increase our awareness of
safety. Multiplying vertical connections in high-rise buildings and giving more
prominence to stairs can help reduce reliance on lifts, which will have limited
use considering appropriate distancing. Anti-microbial materials and contactless
access also help create spaces and behaviors that will make offices more prepared
for future outbreaks. Parametric design can be used to generate floorplans that
combine social interaction with required distancing.

‘Digital Brain’ Building Management
Find out about this case study
Bring Confidence Back to the Workplace
Find out about this case study
A Virus Might Lead to Healthier Buildings
Read this article

Retail

sensors and data

walk-in pickups
flexible design

VIBRANT STREETS

How will the crisis transform the high street?
With bars, restaurants and pubs forced to limit indoor occupation, social life will
flourish in the streets. Widened sidewalks in proximity to shops and limiting
road access to cars will ensure that streets can accommodate far more social
life outdoors. Pop-up structures, temporary covering and heating or ventilation
solutions can be used in less favorable climates. Access to menus on personal
devices through QR codes or large noticeboards will obviate the need for paper
menus in favor of a more touchless experience. Flexible design of store layouts to
provide for changing uses is an increasingly important factor that allows retailers
to integrate different activities and offerings within traditional stores.

FURTHER READING

immersive installations
Physical Distancing Restaurant
Find out about this case study

QR or large noticeboards

LA “People St” DIY Street Regeneration
Find out about this case study

pop-up structures and
temporary coverings
workshops and classes

ONE-OF-A KIND EXPERIENCES

remote ordering app

What will bring you to the store?
The competition to create vibrant destinations that increase property value will
become fiercer in our post pandemic world. Creating a unique character will be
a priority for property owners and developers, who will seek retailers that have a
distinctive identity. Experience and entertainment will be an essential requirement
for the physical store, where people will seek what they can’t experience online,
from workshops and classes to immersive installations blended with products that
can be touched and tested. An overlay of personalisation through digital channels,
powered by data and geolocation, can ensure that captivating experiences translate
into online sales.

Sculptural Iridescent Beauty Pop-Up
Find out about this case study

widened sidewalks

Multipurpose Skate-Park Retail Space
Find out about this case study

urban warehouses
dark kitchens

BEHIND THE SCENES

Which systems will support your experience?
The rise of online shopping and delivery services has accelerated with the
lockdown. Urban warehouses and dark kitchens are invisibly materializing
across cities and their suburban areas to facilitate rapid fulfilment of food and
other retail deliveries. As they struggle to provide indoor seating, traditional
restaurants are also exploring take out models, creating small balconies for
walk-in pickups. Managing access and queuing will become increasingly
important to deliver services conveniently. Adopting mobile remote ordering
apps will reduce waiting times and allow people to focus on enjoying their food
or shopping. Technologies such as facial recognition and proximity sensors can
facilitate touchless payments.

personalisation

Two-Hour Fulfilment and Delivery Service
Find out about this case study
Supermarket Queuing App
Find out about this case study
Stronger, Realtime Supply Chain Management
Read this article

We shape a better world
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‘Beyond the curve’ is a visual journey into our post-pandemic future,
developed by Arup’s Foresight team in consultation with experts across
the firm. The illustration was informed by a series of internal workshops,
wider research and expert interviews to consider the implications of
COVID-19 on the built environment. Each implication is supported by
case studies from around the world captured on our insight platform,
Arup Inspire, as well as expert opinions from Arup practitioners working
across the built environment.
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Explore our curated collection of
emerging ideas and case studies
from around the world at:
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Our illustration is an invitation to imagine and question our world in a
post-pandemic era and an opportunity to consider how we can design and
build a sustainable future for all of us.
To find out more about Arup’s Foresight team, visit foresight.arup.com or
contact us at foresight@arup.com.

Arup COVID-19 Hub
As we start to look at long-term
recovery, explore Arup’s latest
insights and services at:
www.arup.com/covid-19
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